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Detailed Synopsis 

 

Act I 

The musical opens with Ellie Blake telling the audience about the worst 24 hours of her life (Just One Day). 

Her mother, Katherine, is a wedding planner who is getting married the next day while simultaneously 

arranging her own wedding. Ellie is resentful towards her brother, Fletcher, for annoying her and her soon 

to be stepfather, Mike, for being overbearing. Ellie's friends, Gretchen and Hannah, want her to join them in 

The Hunt, a scavenger hunt that involves traveling around the city all night. Katherine forbids it because The 

Hunt is the same time as the rehearsal dinner. This leads to a confrontation between Ellie and Katherine that 

ends with a magical hourglass being broken and the two switching bodies (The Hourglass). 

They try to switch back but the magic only works when the hourglass is whole. Ellie suggests using the 

hourglass's twin as a replacement. Katherine reveals that she sold the hourglass's twin (a present from her 

late husband) to help pay for her catering business. The two decide that they have to pretend to be one 

another until the second magical hourglass can be found. Both think that the other's life is easier and each 

one is confident she will do a better job (I Got This). Ellie has to be interviewed by Danielle for Weddings 

Magazine about her upcoming ceremony. She relies on Katherine's assistant, Torrey, to answer most of the 

questions and fabricates a story of how she operates her business (What You Got). She starts an impromptu 

party in the kitchen that destroys the wedding cake. Katherine attends Ellie's school and realizes how difficult 

Ellie's school life is with harsh teachers and a bully named Savannah. Katherine meets Adam and her teenage 

body's chemistry makes her feel attracted to him (Oh, Biology). Mike arrives at the house to get ready for 

the rehearsal dinner and is interviewed with Ellie about their relationship. Ellie does not know anything about 

him and the interview goes terribly. Mike decides to read his vows to "Katherine" and she is repulsed by 

him, confusing everybody present (Vows). 

Ellie and Katherine discover secrets about each other. Ellie discovers her mother smokes cigarettes and 

Katherine discovers her daughter has a lower back tattoo. Ellie's friends and their parents also discover each 

other's secrets leading to mutual distrust (Busted). Ellie and Katherine also discover that each has kept a 

memento signifying their former close relationship. A parent/teacher conference is called to discuss Ellie's 

many absences and outlandish behavior (Somebody Has Got to Take the Blame). During the conference, 

Mrs. Luckenbill reveals that Ellie's behavior got worse after her father died. Ellie shrugs this off while 

Katherine realizes how busy she has been lately, taking no time for her daughter and marrying a man before 

giving her daughter time to grieve. Before they can discuss this further, Katherine is taken to gym class by 

Ms. Meyers. 

After Ellie picks up Fletcher from his school, she discovers that the pawn shop her mom sold the hourglass 

to has closed. Fletcher inspires her to put the hourglass on the list for The Hunt. This way every student at 

Ellie's school will be looking for it and once it is found, they can switch back. Ellie texts Katherine to ask 

Adam, who is in charge of The Hunt, to make the hourglass one of the scavenger hunt's items. Katherine 

tries to ally herself with Savannah, who is a champion of The Hunt, in hopes of getting to the item first. 

Gretchen and Hannah feel betrayed by "Ellie" and Adam refuses to add the hourglass as it wouldn't be fair 

to the other competitors. All the while, Ms. Meyers is giving Katherine a strenuous P.E. exam and Katherine 

ultimately fails (Watch Your Back). 



Fletcher tells his "mom" how excited he is to have a new dad. The cynical Ellie reveals how many times his 

parents have lied to him about things in his childhood while also lamenting how her father promised he 

would never leave her, only to die (Parents Lie). All of the guests arrive for the dinner rehearsal while Ellie 

and Katherine's lives begin to fall apart. Gretchen and Hannah kick "Ellie" off of the team for working with 

Savannah. Torrey quits because of the immense pressure about the Weddings Magazine article and trying 

to replace the destroyed wedding cake. "Katherine" tells Mike that she may call off the wedding. Fletcher is 

furious at his family and he decides to run away from home. The wedding guests discover Fletcher has run 

away and wonder what tomorrow will bring (Just One Day (Reprise). 

Act II 

All of the wedding guests band together to find Fletcher while Ellie, Katherine, and Torrey lament to the 

audience how wrong this day has gone (Not Myself Today). Fletcher sits at the bus stop waiting to take him 

to Las Vegas. Adam comes across Fletcher and tells him how he was angry with his family when he was 

younger but reconciled with them because they are ultimately love each other. Adam and Fletcher bond 

over how crazy their families can be (Women and Sandwiches). 

Mike calls the police to look for Fletcher. The officers do not listen to Katherine thinking she is just a 

teenager. They inundate Ellie with questions who realizes that she doesn't her brother that well. The officers 

jump to the worst possible conclusions, worrying the entire family (Bring My Baby (Brother) Home). Adam 

arrives with Fletcher after having convinced him to come home. "Katherine" tells Adam that the hourglass 

was a gift from Ellie's late father and he decides to put it on the list, seeing how important it is to her. 

Gretchen and Hannah ask "Ellie" to come back to the team and forgiveness for their hastiness. Ellie gives 

Katherine permission to go on The Hunt while she stays behind to fix the wedding. 

Adam announces the items for The Hunt over the phone and all of the students run around the city looking 

for them (Go). Ellie tries to convince Danielle to stay, promising that nothing will go wrong at the wedding. 

Ellie convinces Torrey to return to work and Mike replaces the wedding cake with seven-layer bars. Danielle 

is invited to help out and she decides to give them one more chance. They stay up all night ensuring that 

the wedding will be perfect for tomorrow morning. Fletcher is tired out and Ellie sings him to sleep and 

emotionally connects with him for this first time in years (After All of This and Everything). 

Savannah's team and Ellie's team become tied for the lead with the only item remaining being the hourglass. 

They find the hourglass at Mrs. Time's Watch Shop and are able to retrieve it. Savannah arrives and 

blackmails Mrs. Time into giving her the hourglass. This leads to a physical altercation over the hourglass 

with Katherine breaking Savannah's nose and stealing it back (No More Fear). Katherine arrives at the house 

before the wedding ceremony commences. Katherine and Ellie try to switch places, only for the hourglass 

not to work (The Other Hourglass). Both of them worry about living in the other's body for the rest of their 

lives. Katherine tells Ellie to call off the wedding with Mike until they can fix this. Ellie delivers an impassioned 

speech about how difficult her family's lives have been since her father's death. It wasn't until Mike came 

into their lives that Katherine became happy once again. Once Ellie says "I love you", the hourglass begins 

to glow. Katherine and Ellie grab hold of the hourglass and affirm their love for each other, switching back 

to their original bodies. Ellie and Katherine realize how difficult each other's lives are and decide never to 

take the other for granted. Katherine marries Mike and the wedding party celebrates (Today and Ev'ry Day). 

 


